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Foreword
by the Principal
Love to Learn; Learn to Love
Fundamental to TCISKL education philosophy is the nurturing and fostering in our students
the virtue of great love, and the love for learning. Hence, the theme of this newsletter is
”Love to Learn, Learn to Love".
Learning must not be confined to just lessons and standards in classrooms. In TCISKL, we
strive to create an environment of support that allows children to not only learn academically,
but equally important to grow as a whole person. They are encouraged to express their feelings
and make sensible choices, and most of all, they are being guided to grow into virtuous,
independent and responsible individuals. We nurture our children’s love for learning by
evoking their inquisitive minds, and steering them towards developing interests and passion.
A passion for learning is beyond just achieving grades to please parents and teachers. Students
who develop a love of learning acquire the ability for self-discipline and perseverance, and are
capable of facing all challenges in their stride. In quenching their thirst for knowledge and
skills, they maintain a positive mindset to learn new things, and are autonomous, resourceful,
responsible and motivated.

Fostering the Love of Learning...
There are many diverse approaches that educators and parents use in trying to spark the fire
of love for learning in students and children. For me personally, I have always admired and
been inspired by the charismatic but controversial role played by Robin Williams in the movie
“ Dead Poets Society”. As a teacher, he successfully convinced his students of the power of
poetry, gave them compelling and meaningful reasons while persuading them to learn and to
appreciate poems. He showed them how learning can be fun and interesting with a dash of creativity,
and how it can be made more effective with networking. In this case, the teacher advocated the
forming of “The Dead Poet SOCIETY” to encourage collaborative learning and to fulfill individuals’
social needs. I believe it is the primary role of teachers to arouse students’ curiosity and ignite
their fire for learning.

Benefits of Loving to Learn...
Research suggests that students who are able to develop an interest in learning are likely to
be physically and mentally healthier than their peers who are less engaged. Also, individuals
who develop the love for learning at a young age are more likely to extend this virtue through to
old age.

Learn to Love...
In TCISKL, our children are inspired by the myriad charitable work carried out by Tzu Chi
volunteers globally. We provide platforms for students to emulate and cultivate such great
loving kindness and compassion in their daily lives. The launching of Bamboo Coin Bank to
sponsor the education fund of the stateless children in East Malaysia is an example of such
efforts. Teaching students how to love goes beyond the use of persuasive words. We must be
the role models and we must lead the way in encouraging students to be giving.
The virtues of loving and giving, and love for learning lay the foundation for our students to
grow into successful and responsible citizens of the world. In learning self-love, self-worth
and self-respect, they will be able to shoulder responsibilities, be accommodative and work
collaboratively, and will also find greater meaning in giving back to society to fulfill a bigger role
in their lives.
In this newsletter, we will showcase the various teaching activities and strategies engaged by
our team of dedicated teachers and I hope you can appreciate their effort in cultivating the
love for learning in our students. Whilst this issue focuses more on academic performance, we
are however equally dedicated in the nurturing of loving-kindness and compassion, the fountain
of inner strength in our students.

“Look, listen and act mindfully, and what we learn will benefit us all our life.”
- Jingsi Aphorism by Dharma Master Cheng Yen –
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LOVE TO LEARN, LEARN TO LOVE
Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I may remember. Involve me and I learn.
-Benjamin Franklin-

Our human brain is designed to learn, according to Martin E. and Daniel H. Ford in their book
‘Humans as Self-Constructing Living Systems’. Learning can be rewarding and enjoyable, and
when we are engaged and interested, we are spurred to learn even more. Indeed, TCISKL’s
vision is to ignite the love of learning in our students and also inspire them to learn to love.
TCISKL strives to impart knowledge in an interactive way, and not just unilaterally from teachers
to students. In moving from teachers-centric to students-centric teaching and learning, we create
an environment of trust for students to speak up and voice their opinions confidently, so that
they can learn and participate more effectively. Instead of spoon-feeding the students, we devote
efforts to provide individualised comments and feedback on students' work for a more personalised
teaching approach. Even if a student gives a wrong answer, his/her efforts will still be recognized
when the teacher responds with “Good try. You are nearly there” or “I am looking for a different
answer”. As Brad Henry says, “A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the imagination, and instill a
love of learning.”
The strength of our interactive and personalised approach has manifested well during online lessons
in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. While moving lessons online posed additional challenges,
this only drove our teachers to become even more creative to find ways to engage students from
a distance, piquing and sustaining their interests across different languages and subjects. There
were opportunities to involve parents in many hands-on experiments conducted during MCO at
home, an excellent way to bring students, parents and teachers closer. We also introduced the
buddy system which applies equally well to online and physical lessons, pairing students with
mixed ability strategically so that they could learn and help each in a growing buddy relationship.
Instead of just copying notes, we let Science students try their hands at various scientific process
skills such as classifying, observing, measuring, communicating, inferring, predicting and
experimenting in projects. Competition is another way to motivate as evident in active participation in
competitions during the STEM week - Year 1 students did 3D butterfly, Year 2 did kaleidoscope,
while Year 3 and 4 learnt about coding, gaming and computer language in collaboration with the
University of Nottingham Malaysia.

Our hands-on activities are not limited to just Science experiments. As an example, students
learnt to read instructions on how to bake muffins and practiced baking at home and, in the process,
English was taught almost seamlessly. Students were also able to use what they have learnt to
relate to the real world, which was rewarding and enjoyable. The same goes for Mathematics,
where young students were asked to simulate real transactions by counting and tracing coins.
Indeed, students learn best when they are captivated. Students jumped at the opportunity when
we asked them to create their own ending for the stories they read, giving them the wonderful
experience of being writers and illustrators at the same time. Their eagerness to show off their
personalised book covers was priceless for the teachers!
Such efforts and creativity extend similarly to our Malay lessons. TCISKL teachers worked hard
to design powerpoint lessons with colourful pictures and words and adopt platforms such as
Padlet, Wordwall and Quizizz to engage students and to change their mindset. Quizizz, in particular,
has received over-whelming response from our students.
Even for Mandarin, a subject which is often perceived to be tough and difficult to master,
students have responded well to teachers’ efforts to encourage them to speak, read aloud in classes, and
learn at their own pace with phonetics (Hanyupinyin) and audio recordings. One Mandarin class
centred around a ‘leaf ’- students were brought on a field trip to the garden to observe, discuss and
subsequently hand in written assignments on their observations, thus training them to think,
converse and write in Mandarin at the same time. We are most delighted that several students who
were hesitant to speak Mandarin have since gone on to participate in story-telling competitions! For
them, their initial mental block in learning mandarin has clearly vanished.
In the following pages, we are pleased to share testimonials from our teachers, students and their
parents. Thank you for these important feedback as we progress on this meaningful journey to
provide wholesome and comprehensive education in a loving environment.

Learn from others. Take actions after learning. Talk after taking actions.
-Master Cheng YenA love of learning has a lot to do with learning that we are loved.
-Fred Roger-

VOICES FROM PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS,
OUR YOUNG LEARNERS AND THEIR PARENTS
Teachers
testimonials
English Teachers
To ensure students’ engagement, we encourage students to interact by
asking questions. We also spent more time providing individualised comments
and feedback on students' work for a more personalised teaching approach.
We create an environment of trust for our students to speak up and voice
their opinions confidently. When students feel safe, they will learn and
participate more effectively.
We introduced the buddy system to overcome the challenge of catering to the
mixed ability groups for both online and physical lessons. This challenge has
created an opportunity for the stronger students to help and guide their buddies.

Mathematics Teachers
The most important issue we faced in conducting our daily lessons is the learning gap.
To bridge the learning gaps, lessons are planned for interactions with our students
individually, in groups and as a whole class. For group activities, we usually use heterogeneous
grouping. In tutoring and helping fellow students, one will benefit from getting a more
in-depth understanding of the subject. delete the rest of sentence highlighted.
In order to make our Maths lessons more fun and engaging, we have included hands-on
activities in our lessons. Students learn best when learning is active. We organise
hands-on activities to allow a better understanding of the subject and through making
mistakes, they improve the learning process.

Science Teachers
The Science team focuses on on creating lessons that will hold student's interest
throughout the learning process.. Students will only find it interesting and easy to stay
on task when they can relate to the topic that they are studying.
During MCO, we promoted the idea of getting parents’ involvement in conducting
experiments with their children, using things available at home. Since then, they realised that
Science is very relatable and applicable to things around them. We could see that our
students enjoyed online learning as they participated actively in all the experiments, quizzes
especially during STEM Week.
Instead of just taking notes, we engage students in hands-on activities and we always
include scientific process skills such as classifying, observing, measuring, communicating,
inferring, predicting and experimenting in our projects. Students love it as it is fun and
interesting. Now, they look forward to Science lessons and we hope to build on this to
help them achieve excellence in this subject.

Teachers
testimonials
Mandarin Teachers
The general misconception among our students regarding the Mandarin language is that it is a tough subject and difficult to master. Students tend
to limit and underestimate themselves before attempting to learn and are often intimidated by long texts and Chinese characters. To overcome these
obstacles, we provide phonetics (Hanyupinyin) and audio recordings so that they can study at their own pace. We also provide platforms for
students to voice their opinions in Mandarin and encourage them to read aloud in class. Since then, we have seen marked improvements in students'
self-esteem, from not wanting to speak and read Mandarin to participating in story-telling competitions.
We are also pleasantly surprised to discover that parental support at home has contributed to their proficiency by leaps and bound. Indeed, this is
the fruit of Tzu Chi's philosophy in joint responsibility between school, parents and student in the education process.

Malay Teachers
Most students in our school came with a poor command of the Malay language. They could not comprehend the Malay Language at all. Hence, they
need a lot of supervision and guidance to complete the tasks given in class. Only a few students could complete the tasks without any supervision. In view of
their poor command of the Malay language, it was very challenging to conduct online classes via Zoom as it was difficult to hold their attention without
physical presence.
In order to hold their interest, we designed powerpoint lessons with colourful pictures and words. We also used platforms such as Padlet, Wordwall
and Quizizz to engage our students. Our students love Quizizz very much. Going forward, our team will be looking into more interactive
modules to help develop a positive mindset in the study of the Malay language.

Students Testimonials

Yeong Hoe Keith
Year 1 Contentment
When I was in kindergarten, I hated
English. I didn't like learning English
and would not speak English. However,
this has changed after I joined Tzu
Chi International School. I like
English better now because English
l e s s o n s in scho o l are f un and
in t e r e s t ing.

Angel Roshini A/P
Murugan
Year 3 Grit
Mandarin is not my mother
tongue so I took some time to
learn and be fluent. My teachers
and classmates have encouraged
me to speak and I feel that I
can speak and understand
Mandarin better at home,
Mandarin is a secret code
between my dad, sister and I.
Three of us speak Mandarin at
home when we talk about
secrets. I also taught my
grandma some Mandarin
words. I want to read aloud
every day.

Khor Der Yi
Year 3 Grit
I love the Malay language
classes because my teacher
always provides us with activities.
For me, the activities are
engaging. I am happy that I
can comprehend the language
better now as compared to the
beginning of the year.

See Chen Yu
Year 3 Grit

Lim Shao Ze
Year 1 Gratitude
This year I have learned about living
things, non-living things, animals and
plants. I like to do projects in class. I
created plants using recyclable
materials at school. I did the same for
my mother as a gift. My mother was so
happy to see my work.
I like my Science teacher, Ms. Rogene.
At first, I was scared of her, but now I
can ask her questions if I don't understand
as she will guide me through the
lesson.

My teachers make Malay
lessons
interesting
with
poems, spelling using apps. I
keep a small notebook to write
down new vocabulary. I will
find out the meaning through
an online dictionary or ask
my mom.

Shanique Tiew
Year 4 Grit

Shanique’s writing at the
beginning of the year.

My teacher has helped me with
patience and encouragement. In
order for us to understand the
Mandarin text better, my
teacher will translate for us
occasionally, so that we can
gradually master many new
words and sentences.
You can check out my writing
on the right. I have become
more interested and confident
in writing essays in Mandarin now.

Shanique’s writing after a
few months.

Tee Wensey
Year 4 Grit
The Mandarin lessons are
good but I wish my teacher
would not rush to complete
the lessons in one day because
it is difficult to understand.
Sometimes I do wander off,
but I will quickly bring my
attention back to the lesson. I
like it best when my teacher
slows down so I am able to
comprehend better. My greatest
achievement is to memorise and
recite a poem ‘Village in the
Month of April’ (乡村四月).
I hope I will be able to construct
better sentences on my own in
the future. Do check out my
writing below. Thank you Ms. Low!

Wensey’s writing at the
beginning of the year.

Wensey’s writing after a few
months.

Wong Eu Jay
Year 1 Contentment
I started the year with a bit of
resistance in Mathematics as I
found it hard to understand.
That has changed with the
hands-on activities in class
which are fun and interesting.
My teachers acknowledge and
praise my participation in class.

Mor Ying Ying
Year 2 Grit
I like Ms.Kavitha`s Maths
lessons. So far, I have
learned about Money and
am now able to handle
money more confidently.
We are encouraged to help
our friends in class which
makes me happy to do.

Lim Jack Khang
Year 3 Grit
My teachers make learning fun
with lots of hands-on activities
and creativity in learning
maths. I have changed my
learning
attitude
towards
maths. I listen to the teacher's
feedback now.

Ong Wee Hao
Year 3 Grit
I feel that I have improved a lot in maths. I am more
confident in talking about maths concepts now. When
my teacher asks questions, I will always try to answer
them. I will also take the initiative to discuss homework
with my classmates. I believe that as long as I practise
more, I will improve.

SHOWCASE OF STUDENTS WORK
Students did their Runaway Chapati Zig Zag Book

Students did their own cover
page, contents page and mind
map

Students also utilised mind
maps to learn grammar

Students made a house from recyclable materials for the Lizzi Locks story

Students baked their own muffins by learning to read the instructions

Students created their own poems

Students made their own picture dictionary after reading a story

Students wrote short sentences to describe their drawings

Students presented the frog life cycle on a paper plate

Students created butterfly artwork to learn symmetry

Hands-on activities for Mathematics lessons

Students learnt to use plants(or vegetables) in their artwork

PARENTS TESTIMONIALS
Low Soo Ping, Mother of Wong Eu Jay - Year 1 Contentment
Eu Jay was reserved and initially did not embrace online learning. Through gentle encouragements,
he is now more confident and not afraid to make mistakes. He has even begun to do extra revision
on his own.
Chan Choy Yin, Mother of Yeong Hoe Keith, Year 1 Contentment
The TCISKL teachers are very courteous, caring, professional and well-trained. The words of
encouragement have done wonders to my son’s self-esteem and general love of learning. He
has especially improved in English.
Leong Shih Ying, Mother of Ong Wee Hao, Year3 Grit
My son has become more inquisitive and is also able to explain mathematics concepts to me.
He is also more self-motivated to complete his homework unsupervised by me. I am happy to
see his improvements.
Nicole Loh, Mother of Lim Shao Ze, Year 1 Gratitude
Patience, guidance and time are key ingredients in the TCISKL way of teaching. These have
made my son embrace learning in more positive ways. Although he loves all subjects, he has
started to show interest in reading Malay books which surprised me because he has not received
any formal education in the subject prior to joining TCISKL.
Lim Teng Teng, Mother of Mor Ying Ying, Year 2 Grit
The school organises contests and competitions which helped my daughter address her stage
fright by participating in singing, dancing, telling stories, giving speeches and cooking which
she enjoys. The Humanistic lessons also enable my child to understand more about veganism
and lead a better lifestyle.
Tiew Gee Yng, Mother of Shanique Tiew, Year 4 Grit
My daughter has made improvements in her Chinese Language especially in her pronunciation,
grammar and writing. She is better at building sentences now especially for creative writing.
Apart from that, the Humanistic lessons also guided her to be honest, love the earth and care
for animals.
Low Pick Ling, Mother of Tee Wensey, Year 4 Grit
She is progressing well. The most obvious improvement that I can see is that she no longer
relies on me to help her with her Mandarin homework. Her father commented that her reading
has improved.

THOUGHTS FROM SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS, STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS
Teachers
testimonials
Ms Andrea Tee
TCISKL’s teaching culture patiently guides many
students to break out of their shells and be unafraid
to ask questions. The lesson in English has been a
lesson in bravery!

Ms Lee Shi Wei
I am guided by this Jing Si Aphorism when designing
more student-centered learnings; "We need to overcome difficulties, not be overcome by them." Drawing
confidence from our students have been our biggest
challenge, and the most rewarding as well.

Ms Woon Yeok Fong
In TCISKL, teachers and parents co-operate regularly so that a students’
learning journey is complete both in the school and at home. I saw
first-hand how this symbiotic engagement has transformed my student
Neo Chua Jun Khai from Y7, Gratitude from being passive and quiet to
being very participative in just a matter of months.

Ms Long Cheng Yee
TCISKL's teaching style can help students to overcome
shyness and unearth their talents in problem solving, and
understanding of mathematics concepts. Such was the
case in my Y7 student, Lyndon. The nurturing environment
is contagious and has even spread to homes, evidenced by
parental involvement and support.

Ms Yong Wei Zhen
TC ISK L is a g reat p l ac e fo r b o t h t e ach e r s an d
st ud ents to g row. Atte n t i o n t o m i s co n ce p t i o n s
in science and self -reflection in teaching practice
after each lesson can help to further improve in our
teaching pedagog y. The u t i l i s at i o n o f I C T t o o l s
has also m ade in ter act i o n w i t h s t u d e n t s m o r e
f u n an d cur ren t.

Malay Teachers
TCISKL practices a student centric and an all-inclusive
learning environment by providing varied platforms
for students of various learning capabilities to excel
and the incorporation of visuals and music add to the
joy in learning.

STUDENTS TESTIMONIALS
Teoh Zi Yang – Year 8 Confidence
I look forward to my Mandarin lessons due to the interactions
and many activities that the teachers prepare. Ms Thian used a
lot of fun and interesting group activities for us to learn about
classic Mandarin. She is also a very approachable and patient
teacher and this makes me grateful to learn Mandarin because
it is very rare to get a teacher like that to teach me.

Yap Yan Hong – Year 8 Confidence
TCISKL’s teaching methods have renewed my interests in
the English language. I now speak English a lot more.

Lee Qi Zheng – Year7 Gratitude
I feel grateful to have a teacher as Ms Yaw who has been so patient
and kind when teaching me. Lessons are not so daunting and as
such, I have slowly improved.
Qi Zheng’s
work
in March

Qi Zheng’s work
in July

Neo Chua Jun Khai – Year 7 Gratitude
I started the year being disinterested in Mandarin. Ms Woon,
my teacher engaged with my mother and together they helped
me get back on track. Learning Chinese is not stressful for me
anymore!

Liew Jing – Year 8 Confidence
I thoroughly enjoy the interactive sessions in our
Science classes.

Soo Eryn – Year 7 Confidence
My teacher is kind and understanding. She is also very patient
with me. Thank you, Teacher Tracy. I really appreciate you.
I will work hard on my exams and get good results.

Ho Zi Le – Y7 Accommodating
I did not use to enjoy Mathematics
but I now do. I think Mathematics is
fun and important in our lives. My
class atmosphere and the teachers inspire
me a lot.

Lyndon Choo, Y7 Gratitude
Mathematics used to be my weak subject but through the
caring and warmth atmosphere at TCISKL, I feel at ease to
learn at my own pace. My father’s involvement in my learning
has also helped a lot.

SHOWCASE OF STUDENTS WORK
The MCDONALD Project: Movement Control Diary of Now and Later Days
Year 7 Dynamic students were tasked to write a diary entry of each day for a week during
the start of the Movement Control Order, to chronicle their unique take on life during a
pandemic lockdown.

SHOWCASE OF STUDENTS WORK
Travel Brochures
Year 8 students learnt to prepare summaries for travel brochures from longer passages.

Learning Proverbs
Year 7 students illustrated a proverb of their choice in comic strip format.

Learning Poems
Using their amazing drawing and writing skills, students compiled their detailed analysis into
beautiful scrapbooks that allowed them to creatively express what they had learned.

SHOWCASE OF STUDENTS WORK
Hands-on projects to help students better understand science.
Branson Kong, Drayce Khor and Wong Min Han – Year 7 Contentment

Adam Tan Jae Hann
Year 7 Contentment

Liew Yi Ern
Year 7 Gratitude

Nathaporn Yun Xin Li
Year 7 Gratitude

Cristiano Ang
Year 7 Gratitude

Liew Jing, Phua Ying Wen,
Chew Zhi Ern, Ashley Hoh
and Pang Khe Qin
Year 8 Confidence

PARENTS TESTIMONIALS
Tan Soo Chin, Mother of Ho Zi Le – Year 7 Accommodating
My son’s confidence in speaking and expressing himself more in English has made me very happy.
He is also very independent with his homework and revision.
Wong Toon Hong, Father of Duncan Wong Liang Ken – Year 7 Understanding
My son has displayed more bravery in expressing himself in English. We also noted the effort in
his practice of good manners and are very happy with that.
Lim Fang Yun, Mother of Cristiano Ang Yong Ming – Year 7 Gratitude
We have noticed that Cristiano has grown in confidence and fluency. We think that he has improved a
lot in his English writing and answer the comprehensive questions.
Amelia Fang, Mother of Ceridwen Foo – Year 7 Gratitude
My daughter has improved so much from not understanding a word in Mandarin to being able to
recognize many words now in a very short time. I am very pleased with her progress in TCISKL.
Tan Foong Yee, Mother of Lee Qi Zheng – Year 7 Gratitude
Qi Zheng did not have a strong foundation in Mandarin having come from an international school
prior to TCISKL. When his Mandarin teacher, Ms Yaw knew he was struggling, she doubled her
effort in teaching him but more than that, she did it with a lot of heart and care. I am happy to
report that Qi Zheng has shown great progress in Mandarin. I applaud teachers such as Ms Yaw,
the pillars of TCISKL.
Wong Koh Lee, Mother of Neo Chua Jun Khai – Year 7 Gratitude
My son had a sudden determination to improve his Mandarin. I am sure that is attributed to the
many lessons and encouragement to improve oneself.
Soo Chee Hoe, Father of Soo Eryn – Year 7 Confidence
My daughter never had much interest in the Malay language but this has changed since joining
TCISKL. She is now very keen and checking vocabulary before completing her homework. Generally,
Eryn enjoyed her time spent on homework especially project. I can see she has been putting a lot
of effort to ensure completion regardless if she is sharing more workload than other team members.
I am very pleased with this attitude but has observed additional stress due to unnecessary friction
within the project team. She needs to improve her general understanding across passage but I am
not really sure how to help. I also wish she can be more proactive in checking Malay dictionary instead
of getting quick answer from parents, be more patient and improve her time management in planning
for homework/projects.

LOVE TO LEARN, LEARN TO LOVE
TCISKL places equal emphasis on the pursuit of academic excellence and the inculcation of
humanistic values. “Love to Learn, Learn to Love” is a pivotal theme resonating across our
humanistic lessons and activities, which are designed to motivate and drive the quest to learn and
love. We hope to teach and guide students to expand their horizon from self-love to self-respect and
self-worth, and to extend their love, care and kindness to families, friends, animals, the world and
the Mother Earth. We strive to develop a ‘Love to Learn, Learn to Love” virtuous cycle that can
be self-reinforcing, so that the quest to learn and to love will reverberate across families and
communities to promote peace and harmony in a world that is currently plagued by waves and
waves of disasters. Love wields great power in purifying hearts and transforming lives for a better
world.
Several events were conducted in the past few months as we progressed on the “Love to Learn,
Learn to Love” journey. Among others, these included the Vegetarian Master Chef Competition
and the 21-day selfless-love challenge.
In the Vegetarian Master Chef Competition, students, some of whom hardly set foot in their own
kitchen previously, learnt not only about kindness to animals, but also about the nutritional values
of different raw ingredients and how to combine ingredients, spices and cooking styles to produce
delectable and nutritious vegetarian dishes. Along the way, they gained patience, flexibility and
adaptability as they modified and adjusted their dishes to enhance flavours and tastes. In addition,
they acquired valuable insight into the extent of work, love and care put in by their parents
to prepare their daily meals, something that was often taken for granted. Through this competition,
students learnt to be caring and sharing, and be much more appreciative of their parents.
We initiated a drive to teach primary students to appreciate and take good care of what they use
in and outside the school, thus prolonging item usage and reducing wastage. Students are also
tasked with the responsibility to keep their classrooms, toilets, library and school compound clean
and tidy.
For the 21-day Selfless-Love Challenges, we are most heartened to see Heah Junn from Y7
Accommodating taking up the challenge to help her brother with down syndrome learn basic
living skills. Elsewhere, Tan Yong Hao from Y7 Understanding teamed up with his mother and
classmate to cook Wantan noodles to raise funds for Tzu Chi’s “Kita Satu Keluarga’ charity project.
TCISKL also launched a “Love Knows No Borders” bamboo coin bank project to help fund
education for stateless children in East Malaysia.

VEGETARIAN MASTER CHEF COMPETITION
LEARN TO LOVE ANIMALS & OUR MOTHER EARTH
Kong Chern Juin, Year 7 Understanding
I learnt about vegetarianism through TCISKL’s humanistic
classes. Being vegetarian is about human kindness. It also
promotes a healthier lifestyle and helps save the environment.
During one of our classes, more than 15 of us were put into
a tiny tent to experience how little chicks live, grow and end
up as our food on the table. That actually pushed me forward
to be a vegan!
During Malaysia’s Covid-19 lockdown, I did a video to promote
vegetarianism which received good feedback from my family
and friends. My confidence was boosted when I managed to
convince my family members to be vegan too.

The Master Chef competition provided a wonderful
avenue for me and my family to conduct R&D on
how to prepare and promote vegetarian food.
We created a special dish called “The Jingshi 8
Treasure Meal” (静思八宝餐) consisting of
Energy Rice, vegetables and specially prepared
seaweed, paired with 10 Treasure Soup（ 四神三
宝二仁一心汤）.
The 10 treasures included
corn, apple, carrot, tomato, soyabean, almond,
peanuts, dates, wolfberry and yam. The Jingshi
8 Treasure Meal provided sufficient energy and
antioxidants while the 10 Treasure Soup gave
us vitamins to protect our eyesight and increase
our immunity system. The combination gave the
best nutrients to our body!

Finally, I really hope that my small act of
kindness will influence more people to be
vegetarians – be kind to animals, save the
environment and protect the world for
better life of all beings.

VEGETARIAN MASTER CHEF COMPETITION
LEARN TO LOVE ANIMALS & OUR MOTHER EARTH
Ooi Qiao Yuie, Year 7 Confidence
Becoming a vegetarian is not difficult. You don’t have to
become a vegetarian immediately and reluctantly. You can
start with one vegetarian meal in the first week, two meals
in the second week, and so on. If you do this, quit red meat
(including beef, lamb, etc.) because it is bad for your health.
Being a vegetarian is not only good for physical and mental
health, it also can avoid killing innocent animals. Let's save
our Mother Earth together.

Tan Sau Chan & Ng Kah Hoong
(Parents of Ng Sik Yin, Year 1 Contentment)
Sik Yin gained critical thinking skills after joining TCIKSKL. Actually, most of the ideas for the Master
Chef Competition came from Sik Yin. From the start, he said that he would like to make breakfast in
relation to the concept of "Love Animals" and finally, "Happy Owl Breakfast" was delivered. For Sik
Yin, OWL is a very lovely animal, and he hoped that other people would be more sympathetic to all
animals after seeing this lovely "Happy Owl Breakfast".
Sik Yin also became more confident when his hard work was recognised. He is now more aggressive in
encouraging friends and relatives to have at least one vegetarian meal per day. He gained more
knowledge from the competition and can explain to friends and relatives about the nutritional values of
vegetables and fruits. He understands that being vegetarian is the very first step that everyone should
practice in order to protect our mother earth. I feel so glad that he has such passion. I am proud of him.
Healthy competition inspires kids to do their best. When students compete, they will become more
inquisitive, research independently, and learn to work with others.
TCISKL teachers have put in a lot of efforts to educate students, not only academically, but also in personal
development and attitude. We, as parents, must also give our children strong moral support and
unwavering love.
Last but not least, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks to all Teachers, for their endless love,
guidance and support. You are awesome, Teachers!.

VEGETARIAN MASTER CHEF COMPETITION
LEARN TO LOVE ANIMALS & OUR MOTHER EARTH
Tan Bee Lan
(Parent of Ho Jiaxuan, Year 1 Contentment)
The Master Chef competition has brought the family
closer, and also helped Jiaxuan to better appreciate the
efforts we put in to prepare her daily meals. We hope that
Jiaxuan will understand the importance of rituals in daily
lives, such that even a simple breakfast can be presented so
beautifully to enhance the joy of eating. Life can be
beautiful if we take the trouble to make it so.
Friends and relatives with whom we shared video of the
competition were impressed with Jiaxuan’s calm and
composed performance. Jiaxuan took the opportunity to
promote vegetarianism, happily disclosing that she has
started on her vegetarian journey and hoping that more
would join her!

Wong Siew Geak
(Parent of Loh Zi Dong, Year 1 Grit)
Zi Dong’s participation in the Master Chef competition
has given the family the opportunity to have fun in the
kitchen and also reminded us of our responsibility to
train our children to help in basic housework.
Education aims at improving life, but there are many
elements which are best taught and enforced at home.
Interaction and cooperation in the kitchen is an
excellent way to strengthen relationships while also
giving parents an opportunity to take the lead in
imparting knowledge and values in a natural
environment.
Encouraged by family and friends, Zi Dong has become
interested in cooking and also gained confidence from
the competition. I hope the school can introduce more
of such activities in future so that students can learn
beyond textbooks.

HUMANISTIC LEARNING FOR PRIMARY STUDENTS
BE APPRECIATIVE, GRATEFUL AND CONTENTED
TCISKL is strongly founded on a bedrock of loving-kindness,
built by donated funds from the generous public who supports
Tzu Chi’s character-building education.
In these past months, our humanistic lesson plan focused on
educating students to be appreciative and not to take things for
granted. We train them to take good care of things they use in
the school to prolong usage and to reduce wastage, and also
encourage them to extend this practice to their homes and
communities.
Jing Si Aphorism
“Appreciate and take good care of all things around you, be grateful
and contented.”
Besides conserving water and electricity, primary students are
taught to take good care of every single item in their classrooms,
including doors, windows, tables, chairs, cabinets and curtains.
Among others, we show students the proper way to open and
shut windows and doors, and to organise drawers and cabinets.

Students are put on a daily roster and entrusted with
the responsibility to upkeep the cleanliness of their
classrooms, toilets and school compound. All cleaning
utensils are to be returned to their original places after
each use.
Every student needs to play a role to keep the school in
a tip-top condition. In the library, students are expected
to take good care of library books, returning them
after reading, putting their school bags and shoe bags
neatly in designated areas, and making sure that tables
and chairs are clean and tidy after use.
In order to develop and reinforce the habit to “appreciate
and take good care of all things around you”, TCISKL
teachers initiated a campaign to encourage students to
review and remind each other of the various good
practices daily.

21-DAY SELFLESS LOVE CHALLENGE
LEARN TO LOVE AND CARE ABOUT OTHERS
Heah Junn, Year 7 Accommodating
The “21-day Selfless Love Challenge” was introduced by TCISKL humanistic teachers during MCO
(Movement Control Order), with the objective to help students develop good habits at home. Heah Junn
took up the challenge to teach her brother, who has down syndrome, to build basic living skills. In the
process, Heah Junn learns that education is not easy and needs a lot of patience, love and care.
According to her mother, Heah Junn has become more caring, responsible and obedient. Previously she
was more self-centred and reluctant to help with household chores. She has since become more empathic
and is now a role model for her brothers and sister.
“The ability to love is a blessing,
The ability to eliminate afflictions is wisdom”
Reference:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3fhwBfARV4&feature=youtu.be

KITA SATU KELUARGA CHARITY FUND RAISING
HELPING FAMILIES AFFECTED BY THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Tan Yong Hao, Year 7 Understanding
Yong Hao loves cooking & food decorating, influenced by his father who passed away due to cancer
when he was just five years old.
On the anniversary of his father’s death in July 2020, Yong Hao and his mother cooked to raise funds
in support of Tzu-Chi’s “Kita1Keluarga” charity project which renders help to families affected by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Yong Hao’s classmate, Chua Jia Qian, supported him in this meaningful activity, working together for
almost a whole day in food preparation. They are very proud to have participated in this inspiring event
to help the needy.
With the assistance of a few Tzu-Yi shigu shibo (Tzu-Chi volunteers), 111 boxes of vegetarian wantan
noodles were sold to raise RM1,000, with all merits going to his late father.
“If I donate money, it is only a single “love” expressed by myself. If the love spreads out to others and
triggers more to join, then it becomes a great love activity. Love and care can then be delivered to more
families.”
One person’s power is limited, but if we can gather more to perform good deeds together, the power will
be tremendous and can benefit more people and the society.
Reference:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqqJRezv8xc

“LOVE KNOWS NO BORDERS”
HELPING STATELESS CHILDREN IN EAST MALAYSIA

TCISKL launched the “Love Knows No Borders” bamboo coin back project during the online assembly
on 4th August 2020. This project focuses on stateless children in various areas of East Malaysia,
including Kampung Titingan and Lahad Datu. Stateless persons are not entitled to the privileges of
Malaysian citizens and thus face a tough life. Stateless children are even denied the opportunity to
go to school. As a result, crime rates are high in these areas, with smuggling, drug abuse and gang
fighting being common social problems. Recognizing that the best hope is through education, Tzu
Chi volunteers have ventured into these areas to render help and support.
Through this project, TCISKL hopes to raise awareness among our students of the difficulties faced by
stateless children. The poor living conditions, the struggle even for regular meals, and yet their yearning
for normal schooling will hopefully not only kindle compassion and desire to help the less fortunate, but
also remind our students to appreciate what they already have and often take for granted.
The “Love Knows No Borders’ project aims to raise fund to provide education to stateless children.
TCISKL staff, students and parents are encouraged to deposit 50 sen a day into their bamboo coin
banks to show their love and compassion for these children. It is not about how much we give, but more
about how much love we put into giving.

Lim Zhan Feng,
Year 7 Contentment

The 1st bamboo coin bank returning home campaign was held on
27/8/2020 and 28/8/2020.
Total amount raised was
RM26,413.95 as of August 2020. As a start, approximately 265
stateless children shall be able to receive education support through
this meaningful programme at an estimated cost of RM100 per
child per month.

We are very encouraged by the response from our students who have stepped up to help. Among
others, Lim Zhan Feng from Y7 Contentment has vowed not to spend unnecessarily and instead
save to help the needy. Through TCISKL’s humanistic lessons, Loo Juen Xian from Y7 Contentment
has become an active fund raiser as he hopes to be able to extend help to more people in need. Juen
Xian used to deposit into his coin bank without realising the significance of the small act.
Meanwhile, humanistic teachers are guiding Primary students to make their own bamboo coin
banks. Ng Shi Zhe from Y2 Courage not only made three coin banks, but also invited his family to
join him in daily deposits to help stateless children in East Malaysia so that they can receive
education like he does.
Jing Si Aphorism
“Love is spreading around. When everyone is able to exert their pure loving nature, the world will shine with
the light of hope.”

Loo Juen Xian,
Year 7 Contentment

Ng Shi Zhe,
Year 2 Courage

